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Abstract

Context: This study, underpinned by Critical Realism, re-analysed interview data acquired to examine the views and experiences of four stakeholder groups involved in the delivery of employer-sponsored pre-registration nursing programmes offered by a UK university in which all students already held an appointment as a non-registrant carer and who completed their placements within a block or integrated practicum framework. The re-analysis focused on the extent to which this interview data aligned with the key propositions of the Theory of Human Relatedness and therefore whether this theory, congruent with assertions based on the results of an earlier realist synthesis, might provide a causative explanation of factors affecting nursing student placement experiences.

Methods: Semi-structured, digitally recorded and professionally transcribed interviews, each lasting approximately 30 minutes, were held with a purposive sample of 37, predominantly female, respondents in 4 stakeholder groups involved in employer-sponsored pre-registration nursing programmes. These stakeholder groups were students, employers, mentors, and practice tutors and were associated with programme provision within twelve healthcare organisations in northern England.
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**Results:** Although more modest in some areas, data provides support for every key proposition identified within the Theory of Human Relatedness; suggesting this theory may closely reflect the criteria that stakeholders implicitly employ to evaluate placement models. More respondents in all groups described the block practicum model in ways that suggest it is best able to promote a sense of connectedness, belonging and synchrony for learners. In contrast, an integrated placement design was portrayed in terms that implied it may increase the risk of disconnectedness but might also be more likely to promote reciprocity. Insufficient data was available to identify the perceived effect of either practicum design in respect of enmeshment, parallelism, and mutuality.

**Conclusion:** The results of this research suggest that a block placement may foster more positive relatedness experiences for students and other stakeholders within nursing programmes. Moreover, the extent to which a practicum framework is perceived to promote connectedness, belonging, reciprocity and mutuality, to minimise disconnectedness and enmeshment and to reduce the need for parallelism may underpin stakeholder appraisal of the two practicum frameworks. Little research regarding the effect of placement duration and intensity on student learning within pre-registration healthcare programmes or the application of the Theory of Human Relatedness to practicum experiences, however, has been undertaken to date and such investigation is complicated by inconsistent terminology to describe practicum designs. It is argued that further academic enquiry within both fields should be a priority for healthcare educators; not least because it may provide further insights into curriculum designs capable of reducing student attrition.
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1 **Introduction**

For many years it has been widely acknowledged that practice learning is a critical feature within pre-registration nurse education programmes (Anderson & Kiger, 2008; Andrews et al., 2006; EL Mokadem & EL-Sayed Ibraheem, 2017; Murray & Williamson, 2009; Ntho et al., 2020; Price et al., 2011; Tastan et al., 2015). In the United Kingdom (UK), half of the learning hours within such programmes are assigned to practice-based education (Nursing & Midwifery Council, 2018); an allocation common to the pre-registration nursing curricula of many other nations (Warne et al., 2010). Whilst “a significant volume of nursing research has focused on students experiences of clinical placements” (Andrews et al., 2005, p. 142), most of these studies only address the supervision and support offered to nursing students by clinicians and educators, ignoring the potential impact of placement duration and intensity on practice learning (Coleman, 2021a). Most importantly, no specific practicum framework
has consistently been shown to be more effective in facilitating such learning (Bhagwat et al., 2018; Rohatinsky et al., 2017).

Whilst placement designs have a variety of titles, most display the characteristics of either a block or integrated model (Coleman, 2021b). The block model, also termed the "daily" (Bonello, 2001), "full-time" (Shiverick, 2012) or "uninterrupted" (Archer, 2016) approach, provides intense, immersive periods of clinical placement lasting weeks, or months, which are commonly unbroken by academic study (Levett-Jones & Bourgeois, 2011). In contrast, the integrated model, also referred to as the "concurrent" (Guin, 2019), "continuous" (McKenna et al., 2013), "day release" (Institute for Employment Studies & International Centre for Guidance Studies, 2019), "distributed" (Reinke, 2018), "integrative" (Rasheed, 2017), "interspersed" (Grenier, 2015), "non-block" (Rohatinsky et al., 2017), "part-time" (Sala-Hamrick, 2019), "protracted", (Boardman et al., 2019) or "weekly" placement (Sheepway et al., 2011), involves students having episodes of both practice learning and academic study during the same programme week and may therefore offer scope for greater integration of theory and practice (Uys & Gwele, 2005).

In a systematic review of "school-based integrated teaching for vocational knowing in nursing related training", Christidis (2019, p. 19) reports that this topic is scarcely explored and, even globally, relevant research is sparse. Within the existing small body of international work examining the effect of block and integrated practicum models on the learning experiences of pre-registration healthcare students, neither model has so far been identified as predominantly preferable or more beneficial to clinical learning. Some investigations have identified greater value within block placements (Amertil et al., 2020; Coghill, 2018; Peters et al., 2013; Reinke, 2018; Sheepway et al., 2011), whilst others have concluded that exposure to integrated practicum experiences offer better practice learning opportunities (Boardman et al., 2019; Kevin et al., 2010; Ranse & Grealish, 2007; Vanson & Bidey, 2019) or that there is no demonstrable benefit to either design (Perry et al., 2016; Sheepway et al., 2014). Moreover, several studies suggest both frameworks have strengths and weaknesses, and that stakeholder preference may be affected by individual circumstances, including the amount of programme study the learner has completed (Birks et al., 2017; Rohatinsky et al., 2017; Rohatinsky et al., 2018).

Further research related to the use of these models in the context of other disciplines, for example social work, have been similarly inconclusive. Although Rock & Ring (2010) found that, amongst other benefits, a block practicum offered students better opportunities to apply and practice their professional knowledge and skills and helped develop greater awareness of the culture of the service in which a placement occurred, work by Theriot et al. (2006) found no statistically significant difference in student performance between learners undertaking placements based on either practicum design. Moreover, several studies within the discipline
have identified advantages and disadvantages to both block and concurrent [integrated] formats for field education (Curl & Cary, 2014; Hunter & Hollis, 2013).

Critical Realism has been described as “a particularly relevant philosophical framework on which to base investigations within socially embedded, complex, empowerment focused, practice-based fields such as nurse education” (Coleman, 2020, p. 203) and within nursing and wider healthcare research this approach to academic investigation is growing in popularity (Bakhshi et al., 2015; Terry, 2013; Parpio et al., 2013). Research underpinned by this philosophy strives to have emancipatory outcomes (Wise, 2019), takes a position within a debate (Edgley et al., 2016), makes pragmatic recommendations (Corry et al., 2018) and seeks to locate causative mechanisms to explain observed phenomena (Bygstad & Munkvold, 2011).

The Theory of Human Relatedness (THR) proposed by Hagerty et al. (1993), which highlights the importance of an “individual’s perception of the quality of the interface between that individual and any perceived external source”, suggests individuals assign meaning to their relatedness experiences based upon their sense of self and “the concurrent level of comfort or discomfort associated with that involvement” (p. 292). In the last three decades there has been growing interest in the THR and it has been applied to various fields, including paediatric nursing (Betz, 2004), the treatment of alcohol dependency (Strobbe et al., 2012) and social processes associated with adolescent connectedness (Karcher & Lee, 2002). A more recent focus, however, has been on its use in explaining the importance of features of relatedness to nursing student learning experiences within placements (Levett-Jones et al., 2009; Potter-Dunlop, 2017).

Indeed, it has been argued that “if a student nurse does not fit in and does not feel part of the team, this has the potential to hinder his or her learning and ability to progress from the theoretical elements of nurse education to the practical elements of nursing in the real world” (Vinales, 2015, p. 534). A realist synthesis of existing theories that might be operating as underlying causative mechanisms affecting the practicum encounters of nursing students recently concluded that the THR “may provide the most complete theoretical framework to explain student practicum experiences”, since it appeared to account for the “broadest range of observed phenomena highlighted in research associated with nursing student conduct in a clinical setting” (Coleman, 2021b, p. 113). To test these assertions, interview data derived from a recent investigation exploring the influence of block and integrated placements on clinical experiences within employer-sponsored pre-registration nursing programmes (ESPRNPs) at a UK university (in which either practicum design may be selected by the student’s employer sponsor but in which total practicum hours are identical) were re-examined in the context of the THR.

The application of both block and integrated placements within the ESPRNP is atypical in the UK where, traditionally, most open-entry nursing degree programmes have been based on a block practicum design. Moreover, unlike most undergraduate nursing program-
mes, all entrants to these ESPRNPs are non-registrant carers (NRCs) employed within organisations providing healthcare services who only need to have the support of their employer and to meet the minimum entry requirements of the Nursing & Midwifery Council (the UK regulatory body) to apply for one of the programmes. Employer support is an entry condition because organisations are required to meet any necessary staff backfill costs associated with providing each student with 2300 hours of mandatory supernumerary practice learning and to arrange appropriate clinical placements and student support from mentors (recently re-termed practice assessors). In most conventional open-entry nursing degree programmes where students are not employees of the organisation, such backfill costs are inevitably absent and the university providing a nursing programme would normally plan all required placements.

The pre-entry experience of ESPRNP students in delivering nursing care, albeit in non-registrant roles, means that most are mature learners who may possess a level of familiarity regarding healthcare provision which is commonly absent amongst younger nursing students on open-entry programmes offered by other universities. Nevertheless, ESPRNP students may, by virtue of their NRC experience, sometimes be assumed to have higher levels of clinical skill than is the reality. A blended learning approach is used for academic study within these ESPRNPs, and student retention and achievement rates are generally much higher than on similar open-entry programmes; perhaps because of the discipline-specific pre-entry knowledge and work experience learners on these programmes possess. The lower level of entry qualification and the fact that ESPRNP students may not have completed any accredited formal learning for some considerable time, however, means that many of them find academic study much more challenging than conventional open-entry nursing undergraduates.

Outside of their placements, students on these ESPRNPs continue with their work duties as NRCs within the organisation; hence learners receiving integrated placements undertake nursing student and NRC roles during the same week as well as academic study in respect of their ESPRNP. Those assigned a block practicum have periods in which they are either a nursing student on placement or an NRC but concurrently undertake their ESPRNP academic studies irrespective of their clinical activity. This investigation, underpinned by Critical Realism, seeks to address the following research question: *To what extent does evidence from ESPRNP stakeholders regarding the use of block and integrated placements support the notion that principles within the THR may be causative features underpinning practice learning experiences and practicum design preferences?*
2 Methods

Semi-structured interviews were undertaken with 37 representatives of 4 stakeholder groups involved in block and integrated practicum models used on ESPRNP’s leading to BSc (Hons) awards in nursing and entitlement to join the Nursing & Midwifery Council register. Each interview lasted approximately 30 minutes, was digitally recorded, and involved concurrent member checking (Beuving & de Vries, 2015). Respondents chose the time and location of their interview. Most interviews were undertaken face-to-face, but almost all those completed during 2020 took place virtually due to restrictions associated with the COVID-19 pandemic. Before their implementation, two academics discussed and agreed the interview schedules.

The 4 stakeholder groups, predominantly female (33), were students (12), employers (9), mentors (8) and practice tutors (8), all of whom worked within 12 healthcare organisations in northern England. Students were aged 21 years or older, studying either an adult physical health (8) or mental health (4) pre-registration nursing degree programme and had at least entered the second year of their studies and so already experienced several placements. The employers were National Health Service (NHS) Trust managers in services delivering either physical (7) or mental (2) healthcare who could select the student’s placement model. Mentors were all qualified nurses working in either physical (5) or mental (3) healthcare organisations in which ESPRNP students were located and who assessed the learner’s clinical knowledge and skills. Practice tutors were teaching staff employed by the university to monitor ESPRNP learner progress and support students/mentors during placements. The professional background of these practice tutors was in either physical (5) or mental health (3) nursing.

All invitations to participate were by email and non-respondents were sent a follow-up email 2 weeks later. Those who still failed to reply were assumed to have declined the invitation. The researcher, an academic at the university, undertook all interviews but had no direct involvement with the student’s education and was not employed by any healthcare organisations involved in the study. This individual, however, acted as the line manager for several practice tutor respondents. The investigation was approved by the university’s research ethics committee and written informed consent was secured from all participants. Purposive sampling was utilised in this study and audio recordings of the interviews were transcribed by an independent professional transcription service. Data analysis in relation to key principles within the THR focused on manifest rather than latent content (Graneheim & Lundman, 2004). Evidence aligned to features of the THR were shared for consideration by 3 disinterested academics, although no changes were recommended in relation to the preliminary results.
3 Results

The purpose of this study, namely, to determine whether interview data from the 4 stakeholder groups illustrates, and therefore potentially supports, key principles within the THR as causative mechanisms associated with practice learning experiences and practicum design preferences, means that the results are presented in relation to these principles. Wherever possible, examples are drawn equally from all stakeholder groups to facilitate fair dealing (Mays & Pope 2000). Stakeholders are identified by their ESPRNP role; namely employer [E], mentor [M], practice tutor [P] or student [S] and a unique identification number. Respondent comments that may enable recognition of any organisations are replaced by generic descriptors, shown in brackets, and terms to facilitate comprehension are provided in the same way.

3.1 Connectedness

Within the THR, "connectedness" refers to interactions with other individuals, objects, or an environment that produce individual feelings of comfort, well-being, and a reduction in anxiety (Levett-Jones et al., 2009). Congruent with the concept of connectedness, several respondents recognised the need to ensure placement provision promoted student integration and accommodated the needs of the individual learner:

E9: "We are very aware that, although student nurses are supernumerary, they are expected to be part of a team"

P3: "It's about fitting the placement to the person"

Most respondents suggested a block model of practice learning was more likely to facilitate student experiences that promoted a sense of connectedness:

E8: [Better if students are] "able to immerse themselves in a four-week block, experience the shifts, experience how their mentor will work across that working week"

M8: "She [student] found it easier to comfortably slot herself into the team and just really know what was going on with the block placement"

P2: "They [students] say that they prefer to come, be a student on block and be a part of the team and be seen as a student and own that identity"

S5: "Being a student at the end of my four week block or whatever, I've very much made good relationships here"
In contrast, the integrated model was seen as adversely affecting scope for connectedness:

M8: "If you were to do like an integrated placement with ward hours, it would be quite flaky really, you wouldn't be seeing as much of them" [ESPRNP students]

P4: "People [staff and patients] on the placement don't actually get much time with the students if they're only there for two days [integrated model], and I think that sometimes can have a negative impact on developing those relationships on placement"

3.2 Disconnectedness

The THR terms a lack of active involvement by an individual within a specific environment as "disconnectedness" and suggests this state may cause anxiety, distress, and reduced well-being (Hagerty & Patusky, 2003). Several employer respondents in this study expressed concern that a lack of familiarity with ESPRPNPs amongst staff located in placement settings may have adverse consequences for students on these programmes which might propagate disconnectedness:

E4: "The students lose confidence in their mentors as well if the mentors feel like 'oh this isn't what I'm used to, I don't know what I'm doing with this" [student]

E9: "They [ESPRNP students] are wearing, however, a different uniform to nursing students [from other universities] in their more, in previous, you know, and so first of all that makes them look a bit different, and people perhaps then start to think of them a bit differently"

Unfortunately, some ESPRNP students reported practicum experiences that had indeed contributed to a sense of disconnectedness:

S3: [Mentors have said] "you're not a proper student because you know what you're doing"

S6: "From day one they had me, it was written in black and white on the lovely mentor board, and I was written on there as a nursing apprentice [the individual was not an apprentice], which I asked them to change but they didn't"

S5: [During placements] "there's times where I've felt a little lonely"

The tension caused by being an ESPRNP student and an NRC was also acknowledged and could evoke a sense of disconnectedness during a placement:

M6: "Sometimes they [ESPRNP students] would like to support the nursing team when we're busy, when we're needing things done, but actually they're not allowed to do that"
In most instances, respondents appeared to suggest that the risk of disconnectedness might be greater during integrated placements:

E4: "I think particularly for students who are only going in for two days a week [integrated practicum], they would probably be a bit lower down the priority list from a mentor’s point of view. Because they don’t know them as well, they’re not as invested in them"

M4: "So they [ESPRNP students on an integrated placement] miss out maybe on the, they’ll come back and say ‘oh how’s that man?’ and they’ll have died, so they’ve missed out that bit of continuity"

Nevertheless, one student suggested a block practicum could be equally problematic in respect of their NRC work:

S7: [With block placements] "I’m pulled out of that, and then put back in. So, it’s starting again, at least for the first week to get back into how the routine goes. You carry over some skills, but not all of the everyday routine stuff"

3.3 Parallelism

Within the THR, "parallelism" refers to situations when a lack of involvement is experienced as comfortable and promotes a sense of well-being (Strobbe et al., 2012). Only limited examples which might illustrate this feature were evident within the interview data. Nevertheless, several ESPRNP students noted their tendency to revert to their NRC role and independently deliver care in the absence of direction or guidance from placement staff. Moreover, most appeared at ease with such parallel working if they felt they were making a meaningful contribution to service provision within this setting. Their actions, however, were not always perceived positively by others:

S2: "Sometimes you can come onto the ward [placement] and it’s kind of ‘oh, you’re an auxiliary [NRC], you know what you’re doing’. So, you sometimes get left to your own devices"

S6: "I have been criticised for being on a ward and just disappearing and getting on with some jobs. Because that’s what I’ve always done as a healthcare" [NRC]

S10: “I said oh, during one of the – one of my mentors, I said ‘oh how am I doing?’ She said, ‘well actually I forget that you’re here because you just get on and do it’"

Demonstration of behaviours which may be associated with parallelism did not appear to be affected by the practicum model to which the student was exposed.
3.4 Enmeshment

The THR suggests that active involvement of an individual can sometimes generate discomfort, anxiety, and a lack of well-being. Such experiences are categorised as “enmeshment” (Potter-Dunlop, 2017). Both employers and ESPRNP students reported concerns that having concurrent status as an NRC could lead learners to feel embarrassed about the limits of their knowledge and be less assertive during a practicum:

*E5*: "Healthcare assistants [NRCs] who have been student nurses on the traditional programmes, they haven’t wanted to admit that they don’t know how to do something"

*E9*: "As healthcare assistants [NRCs], you know what your place is, you know what your role is and lots of healthcare assistants feel that their place is not to speak out because that’s not the right thing"

*S4*: "I almost feel stupid for not knowing” [how to carry out a clinical procedure]

*S10*: "She [mentor] told me that if I didn’t take this patient’s blood pressure [despite the mentor not having determined her proficiency to do so] and anything happened to them it would be my fault"

One mentor suggested ESPRNP students may also be more likely to be assigned tasks of limited educational value during a placement and that their supernumerary status (although enshrined in UK law) may be perceived differently to that of open-entry nursing students:

*M6*: "They [ESPRNP students] may get given more mundane jobs which aren’t really great for their learning’. Because they [ESPRNP students] are paid members of staff, they are always going to therefore be counted in some form of skill mix and numbers on the wards”

Indeed, it was even suggested that tension and animosity were sometimes evident between ESPRNP, open-entry students and clinical staff in a placement setting:

*M2*: "On some occasions members of staff, as well as other students from for example [names of three other universities], feel a sense of resentment maybe towards [ESPRNP students] … in that they are paid as a health carer for two shifts of the week”

*M6*: "The [ESPRNP] students have sometimes said they [open-entry nursing students from three other universities] get treated differently because they are supernumerary and they’re not getting paid”

*S12*: "Because when the staff find out you’re still getting paid. The NAs [NRCs] are Band 2 [NHS salary scale], and they find out you’re a student and you’re earning a Band 3 wage, they’re like ‘well they can do more, they can do more work’"
3.5 Belonging

Within the THR, “belonging” refers to those conditions which lead an individual to feel a positive, integral part of a process, activity, or environment (Hagerty et al., 1993). The importance of ESPRNP students having a sense of belonging within a practicum was highlighted by respondents in almost every stakeholder group and, commonly, a block practicum was deemed to best promote it:

\[ E9: \text{“I think it [a block placement] gives [the ESPRNP student] the impression of allowing more consistency: You’re a fulltime member of staff for six weeks”} \]

\[ P1: \text{“People [ESPRNP students] do definitely feel valued and they often say I felt part of the team. Now those tended to be, the ones I remember are people who’ve had a block placement”} \]

\[ S9: \text{“I just feel like I’m a part of the team” [in a block practicum]} \]

In contrast, placements based on the integrated model were perceived as adversely affecting the way ESPRNP students were perceived:

\[ M8: \text{“It just more feels like someone doing a bank shift [itinerant nursing staff input] with that [integrated placement], rather than getting that full learning experience from a ward shift perspective”} \]

\[ P2: \text{“Because it was too bitty to not do it on block [placement], they [the employer] felt that they [ESPRNP students] would feel more a part of the team”} \]

\[ S6: \text{“I did not appreciate being shouted at [by the ward manager], but I did understand her frustration. And she kept saying ‘you’ve been here five weeks and I still haven’t seen your portfolio’ [competence record]. I hadn’t, I’ve been there five shifts” [in the integrated model]} \]

3.6 Reciprocity

Related to the concept of belonging, the THR describes “reciprocity” as an “individual’s perception of an equitable alternating interchange with another person, object, group, or environment that is accompanied by a sense of complementarity” (Hagerty et al., 1993, p. 294). A key illustration of reciprocity in respect of ESPRNP student activity was the scope for such individuals to disseminate the learning they acquired in one setting to others in which they had a role:

\[ E1: \text{“So being able to share, they’re [ESPRNP students] like little bees and pollinating everywhere”} \]

\[ M4: \text{“I find that I learn from them [ESPRNP students] and then they learn from me”} \]
S11: [NRC workplace managers have] “said that they can see a massive difference in terms of sort of [my] competence and communication with the patients” [through their ESPRNP student role]

One student highlighted the importance they assigned to having a voice during a practicum and of both contributing to nursing care and being assisted to develop their nursing knowledge and skills:

S3: “They’ve [placement staff] been quite open with my suggestion. “I got stuck in straightaway with the nursing stuff. So, my first shift I was doing drug rounds, I was preparing IVs [intravenous infusions]. She was quizzing me on drugs. She [mentor] was explaining things to me, which was really good”

Interestingly, the potential for ESPRNP students to demonstrate reciprocity via disseminating their learning from different settings was largely seen as being enhanced by exposure to integrated placements:

M4: “To reflect on what they’ve [ESPRNP students] learned on the two days out of their normal practice and then they can take it back and integrate it in. And it makes you look at things with fresh eyes”

P5: “Students on the integrated model because it’s longer they reflect more on the practices that they’re doing, and they can think about where they are as a healthcare assistant [NRC]. And they start to integrate those changes in practices into their everyday” [NRC work]

3.7 Mutuality

In the context of the THR, “mutuality” describes situations in which a person believes they share a vision, goals, sentiments, or characteristics with others, but can also accept recognised differences between themselves and those with whom they interact (Haggerty et al., 1993). Evidence of mutuality within the study data was modest, although several nursing students highlighted the way in which they perceived some registrant clinicians with whom they worked as highly desirable role models:

S1: “Your mentor can be a good role model for you, [so you] just [want] to do what she does or what he does”

S5: “Then there’s certain aspects [nurses] who are complete inspirations and [you think] ‘I want to be that practitioner’”

Student expressions of mutuality did not appear to be affected by the model of practice learning underpinning their placements.
3.8 Synchrony

The THR suggests that “synchrony” occurs when a person’s experiences are congruent with his or her internal psychological, social, spiritual and/or physiological rhythms and their interaction with the external world (Haggerty et al., 1993). The tension and dissonance associated with moving between the NRC and ESPRNP student roles, not least in respect of appropriate conduct and skills application, was recognised by virtually all respondents in the 4 stakeholder groups. Which practicum model best contributed to synchrony, however, was a matter of greater debate. Some respondents believed that an integrated placement reduced transitional problems:

M2: [With integrated placements] “the students felt a sense of security maybe that they still kept their healthcare [NRC] role, but had one shift a week where they could concentrate on being the student nurse”

P6: “If you are doing say two days a week [integrated practicum], to have [it provides] a little bit of time to reflect, because they’re not there every day. So, if you’ve learned something new, or been in a new situation, when you then go back for a few days into your comfort zone so to speak, where you’ve worked for a long period of time, it gives you that little bit of time to think”

Since most ESPRNP students were mature learners and therefore had other significant commitments beyond both their course learning activities and NRC duties, the integrated model was also described as more accommodating in respect of wider commitments:

M3: “It’s the first time I’ve come across anybody [nursing student] doing the training this way [with an integrated placement]. So, I thought ‘oh it’s a bit odd’ at first, then actually as I got to know her I realised that it actually really suited her, but it also suited the department’s needs as well”

S7: “I’ve got children to get to school and having two days a week [integrated placement] would be much better personally than having the full block placement and having to cover four weeks, six weeks, ten weeks of childcare, whereas two days a week my mum and dad could handle that”

S12: “From a financial perspective [if] I was full-time [block] on placement, I’d lose out on enhancements” [additional NRC unsocial hours payments]

Other respondents, however, suggested a block practicum reduced the difficulties related to fulfilling a nursing student and NRC role by enabling periods of uninterrupted clinical learning and helping the NRC role of the ESPRNP student to be set aside for longer periods:

E9: [A block model was chosen] “to stop any dis-settlement from a mentor’s point of view which may then impact on the student or their learning experiences”
M8: "They [ESPRNP students] voiced that they preferred the block method, they found it easier to, as I say, slot them self into the team and just how the ward ran really. It made them more comfortable"

P4: "Students who were on block placements found it easier, because what they then say to me was that during the time when they’re on placement they don’t actually have to think about their role as a healthcare assistant" [NRC]

S8: [In a block placement] "I wouldn’t be torn between my role as an HCA or a support worker [NRC], and my role as a student as much"

4 Discussion

Analysis of interview responses from members of the 4 stakeholder groups against key features of the THR suggests this conceptual framework provides a useful theoretical explanation of the factors underpinning ESPRNP practicum perceptions and experiences. Indeed, every key structural element of the theory, namely "connectedness", "disconnectedness", "parallelism", "enmeshment", "belonging", "reciprocity", "mutuality", and "synchrony", was evidenced within the data. The number of responses supporting the influence of parallelism and mutuality, however, was more limited. This paucity of reported experiences reflecting parallelism may be attributable to stakeholders wishing to avoid any suggestion that such activity, which may be seen as professionally undesirable, might occur during a practicum. Although located outside this study, the researcher has since been advised of anecdotal accounts related to mental health pre-registration nursing students in physical care placements who have responded primarily to the psychological needs of patients in the setting due to an absence of clear supervision or direction from clinicians and yet found such work fulfilling, as well as learners identifying specific practitioners as influential role models with whom they feel an affinity; suggesting wider evidence of parallelism and mutuality may be available.

Critical Realist research commonly examines topics in which underlying structures and relationships may affect observed phenomena but for which it is impossible to prove a cause-effect relationship (Harper, 2011). Hence, investigations such as this study, commonly seek to establish the most probable explanation for empirical findings; an approach known as "retroduction" (Meyer & Lunnay, 2013). Arguably, the alignment of stakeholder experiences and reflections upon ESPRNP student placements to the key features of the THR identified within this investigation suggests that these psychosocial variables may have as significant an impact on practicum model preference and the practice learning experiences of nursing students as, for example, the opportunities for clinical skills acquisition in a placement, the inter-relationship between classroom and work-based learning or the effect of concurrent
nursing student employment – factors traditionally given far greater consideration in academic discussion related to placement organisation.

Essentially, the findings may suggest that stakeholders unknowingly base their evaluation of practicum models on criteria largely reflected within the key propositions of the THR. That is to say, what could determine an individual’s perception of an effective placement framework more than structural considerations, is the extent to which it is tacitly perceived as promoting connectedness, belonging, reciprocity, mutuality, and synchrony and minimizing disconnectedness and enmeshment as well as reducing the need for parallelism. Inevitably, the concurrent NRC role undertaken by ESPRNP students prevents the influence of the workplace in which a student is employed in their NRC role being clearly separated from their clinical placement experiences. Nevertheless, and still congruent with the THR, such employment may be a feature affecting an individual’s appraisal of the extent to which a practicum is deemed to promote a positive sense of relatedness and mitigate against the risk of negative psychosocial experiences. The relatively recent introduction within some UK nations of new employment-based programmes enabling a learner to acquire a nursing degree and entitlement to join the NMC register, termed “Registered Nurse Degree Apprenticeships”, has triggered an increased use of integrated placements by other universities and so these programmes may offer scope for wider examination of stakeholder perceptions regarding block and integrated practicum models.

Furthermore, it is interesting to speculate if an implicit negative stakeholder evaluation of a specific practicum model (based upon analysis congruent with the THR principles) may alone be sufficient to adversely affect a practice experience. In other words, whether merely perceiving a placement model as less effective in facilitating positive aspects of relatedness might impair the potential for successful student learning within any forthcoming clinical practicum structured upon the model of concern. Given the well-recognised influence other intrapersonal factors may have upon interpersonal relationships, such an effect cannot be readily dismissed. If this form of prejudice is indeed a potential risk, which seems plausible, then it is perhaps one best mitigated by pre-emptive interventions designed to change an unfavourable placement model perception; for example, via pre-placement preparation for nursing students akin to those interventions advocated in several earlier studies (Priest, 2005; Sherratt et al., 2013) but designed to meet alternative goals. Since concerns regarding a lack of high-quality practicum experiences for nursing students have now been expressed internationally for several decades (Barnett et al., 2008; Brown et al., 2011; Gale et al., 2016; Kaliyangile & Ngoma, 2020; National Nursing & Nursing Education Taskforce, 2006; Shearer & Lasonen, 2018), it appears crucial to create conditions in which both models are perceived favourably if use of placement capacity is to be optimised.

It is acknowledged that the respondent sample (37) employed in this analysis was relatively modest and that the interviews from which evidence was obtained were originally structured
to examine stakeholder views, encounters and learning in the context of block and integrated practicum models for ESPRNPs students rather than examine the THR as a possible causative dimension of placement perceptions. Alternative questions designed specifically to probe features of the THR might therefore have generated more explicit responses but, since such data re-analysis was not originally planned, it could be argued that the transcriptions provide a more robust and objective evidence base and that support for the THR is strengthened by consideration of this theory having been avoided within the original research design. It is also acknowledged that the researcher was the line manager for several practice tutor respondents although, given that the topic is not value-laden and both practicum models were offered within the ESPRNPs provided by the university and without institutional preference, it seems less likely that any pre-existing relationships would have affected the responses given.

Overall, the results of this Critical Realist study highlight that more respondents in all groups describe the block practicum model in ways that suggest it is best able to promote a sense of connectedness, belonging and synchrony for learners. In contrast, an integrated placement design was portrayed in terms that implied it may increase the risk of disconnectedness but might also be more likely to promote reciprocity within the ESPRNP student experience. Insufficient data was available to identify the potential effect of either practicum design in respect of enmeshment, parallelism, and mutuality. Further analysis of primary and secondary data associated with nursing student placement experiences could enable additional scrutiny of the THR as a framework to explain the factors underpinning clinical learning experiences for a wider student population undertaking pre-registration healthcare programmes. Nevertheless, evidence to date already supports the assertion that nurse educators should give appropriate regard to the likely impact of features highlighted within the THR when arranging placements if these are to consistently be more positive learning experiences which enhance clinical competence and promote the wellbeing of nursing students.

5 Conclusion

In common with other psychosocial theories of learning and development, the THR maintains that the nature of an individual’s involvement in an environment and the social relationships they form within it may have significant cognitive and emotional effects. Levels of self-confidence, comfort, anxiety, and a sense of wellbeing are therefore shaped by such activity. Clearly, placements may offer emotionally charged episodes of social, intra-disciplinary and inter-disciplinary interaction for students on any pre-registration healthcare programme and generate either positive opportunities for deep and meaningful learning or have negative consequences that may not only impair future professional development but cause some learners to disengage from their programme. One respondent in this study [P3] articulated her view that, during a placement, nursing students ‘are there to learn, not to be a member
of the team’. Both the THR and results from this study, however, would refute such a view; countering that effective practice learning and positive relatedness experiences, such as that derived from a student feeling a member of the service team within a practicum, are both inter-related and inseparable. Clearly, whilst other factors may also affect placement experiences, it is argued that there is now a need for greater consideration of the influence of the THR principles to such learning activities.

Although a larger body of work may be evident within other professional fields, the effect placement duration and intensity may have on the student experience is a seriously under-researched topic within nursing and other healthcare disciplines and is one complicated by inconsistent terminology to describe the same practicum design. Although there is “no central record of student nurse attrition in the UK and no standardised method of recording it” (Urwin et al., 2010, p. 203), it has been estimated that “the average attrition rate for student nurses in England is 20%” (Boath et al., 2016, p. 81) and more recent research indicates that student attrition on pre-registration nursing programmes is as high as 50% in some UK universities (Buchan et al., 2019). It seems inconceivable that negative practicum experiences are not a potential contributory factor in student attrition from such courses. Given some existing evidence suggesting placement design may affect student wellbeing, but the lack of a comprehensive knowledge base associated with the influence of placement duration and intensity on practice learning, it is argued that further research to examine causative mechanisms in such experiences should be afforded a much higher priority within healthcare education than is currently the case.
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